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Lightning doesn’t strike by chance … twice.  
With new friends, new enemies, new questions, and new betrayals 
Joshua has no choice – he must once again ride the Lightning Road. 

 

Joshua never thought he'd be called back to the world of Nostos so soon. 
But when his friend King Apollo needs his help in the Arrow Realm, 
Joshua braves this dark world once more in order to save him. With 
Joshua’s loyalties divided between Nostos and Earth, he must rely on his 
courage and powers to restore magic to this desperate world and to free 
its people. Abandoned by his friends in his quest, unarmed, and facing 
great odds, can he survive on instincts alone and not only save those 
imprisoned—but himself?  
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PRAISE FOR JOSHUA AND THE ARROW REALM 

“Fast-paced and endlessly inventive, Joshua and the Arrow Realm is a 
high-stakes romp through a wild world where descendants of the Greek 
gods walk beside you, beasts abound, and not everything—or 
everyone—is as it seems.” ~ Michael Northrop, New York 
Times bestselling author of the TombQuest series 

“New friends, new enemies, new questions, and new betrayals! Fast-
paced and engaging, JOSHUA AND THE ARROW REALM not only 
challenges Joshua’s faith in himself and others, it challenges readers to 
pick out the secret allies among the traitors. Or is it the secret traitors 
among the allies?” ~ Dianne K. Salerni, author of The Eighth Day series 
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